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ABSTRACT Communication over Internet Protocol (IP) networks, has become crucial component of day
everyday activities. They are utilized over the Internet to support a wide range of services. The flexibility
of this kind of transmission relies on the IP User Datagram Protocol (UDP), IP/UDP/Real-time Transport
Protocol (RTP) and IP/Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Unfortunately, the weight of encapsulated
protocol headers affects the transmission efficiency. This research aims at improving a technique that reduce
the packets header size by compression. Performance analysis of the enhanced efficient techniques in both
unidirectional and bidirectional optimistic modes applied to real-time video streaming traffic for UDP/IP and
HTTP/TCP flows over free error channel has been conducted. The finding shows that the header compression
ratio in each case is good and better than the previous studies. The technique achieved a reduction up to 90%
for RTP/UDP/IP, 89% for UDP /IP and 77.5 to 86.5 % for TCP/IP profile. This research contribution is
restricted to compression gain and saving for 0 × 0000, 0 × 0001, 0 × 0002 and 0 × 0006 profiles in the
unidirectional and bidirectional optimistic modes.
INDEX TERMS Datagram protocol, real-time transport protocol, transmission control protocol, protocol
headers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bandwidth is the most expensive resource in wireless and
cellular links comparing with the processing power [1]. The
current evolution of multimedia services tends to respond
to the need for mobility among users. This has resulted
an exchange of information between different types of net-
works (Internet and mobile Networks) [2]. The information
to be exchanged may have different characteristics and each
network treats them differently. The Internet and mobile
networks are becoming more and more blended to provide
consistent, end-to-end service [3]. IP become a common way
to carry data and all future cellular links are heading toward
the full IP networks [4]. The adoption of IP stacks among
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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mobile devices have becomemore general to support all types
of flows, not only audio and video, but also web browsing,
emails, online gaming and so on.
Nowadays Internet based communication is quite promi-
nent in the industry and also in the market. With the wide
distribution of smartphones, the users are connected to the
service providers constantly, regardless whether they are stay-
ing at a fixed point or moving [5]. The global IP traffic is
expected to be increasing. In the meantime, this is forcing
the hardware/software producers to find a way for cheaper
solution [2].Wireless communication is characterized by lim-
ited bandwidth, and higher error rate. For each transmission
over a session, there are a lot of header data associated with
any information over a transmission session. This requires a
special measure for correction. While, there are a lot of data
associated with any information over a transmission session.
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Every transmission medium specifies its Maximum trans-
mission unit (MTU) for any packet carried over it. In order to
guarantee a good transmission reliability, small packet size is
transferred faster than a larger one [6]. A packet with a size
larger than MTU might causes a large memory allocation on
Network Interface Card (NIC) and Operation system buffers.
That is why IP protocol fragment larger packet size into
smaller sizes in order to transmit them faster, but the encap-
sulated header size remain fixed for any smaller fragment of
IP packet [7].
Header compression usually compresses the protocol stack
above the link layer. This is possible, because most of the
fields in an IP traffic contain values that are constant or
rarely change during a session. Previous research studies
have adopted this technique and save nearly 80% of the
IP/UDP/RTP headers just by utilizing Robust Header Com-
pression [8]. Let’s take as an example a typical RTP packet
with IPv4 Internet layer protocol. The overall average size of
such a packet is 87 bytes, including the IP/UDP/RTP headers’
40 bytes. With a typical stream, it is possible to achieve a
constant compression ratio of almost 60% (given a free error
channel) [8], [9].
The simplicity of implementation or calculation of a header
compression scheme is thus of lesser importance than its
compression ratio and its robustness [9]. ROHC header com-
pression defined in the IETF RFC3095 allows a very large
increase in network capacity in the case of interactive mul-
timedia streams [10]. RoHC is adopted by different mobile
technologies. Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) used it in order to ensure better performance in low
bandwidth networks [11].
The problem with IP over mobile and wireless networks
is the high header redundancy in video streaming and voice
date (VoIP) [12] regarding that 70% from intent traffic belong
to multimedia services [13], these applications will most
likely be carried by RTP protocol defined in [RFC1889] in
addition to the link layer headers [14]. A packet will have
an IP header (20 bytes) a UDP header (8 bytes) and an RTP
header (12 bytes) and this will be a total of 40 bytes [15].
Local broadcast mechanisms, media streaming and all online
games data are encapsulated into UDP/IP stack with 28 bytes’
headers. The size of the payload depends on the video and
audio encoding (codecs) and the frame sizes used and can be
as low as 15 to 20 bytes. That is why this study examined
ROHC status with its application in the unidirectional and
bidirectional optimistic modes IP Header compression for
real-time video streaming.
The reaming parts of this paper are organized as follows:
Apart from the present section that provides the overview of
this study, section 2 present related works. Section 3 presents
the research methodology. Section 4 present algorithm devel-
opment. Section 5 present experimental analysis, and section
6 is the presentation of the results. Section 7 presents the
discussion of the major findings, while section 8 is the con-
clusion of the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The overall objective of IP header compression schemes is to
reduce bandwidth consumption, by reducing header redun-
dancy in order to enhance transmission efficiency. Unfortu-
nately, many improvements are still needed to implement and
evaluate on existing techniques. One of the major promis-
ing tool for achieving this, is, robust header compression
(ROHC). The technique serves as an important component
of modern packet-switched [16]. It has been adopted by the
Electro Electric Systems Research Institute of Huawei for
Ship Area Sensor Network (SASN). Nam et al. [17].
Following the implementation of header compression in
many areas, this current study reviewed empirical studier’s
towards improving header compression. Jian et al [18] inves-
tigate and developed an optimization scheme of RoHC
parameters in LTE MBMS networks in order to maximize
the bandwidth saving of multimedia broadcast and multicast
service. The work was focused on the revenue and cost of
radio resources. In a different approach, an evaluation of the
three implementations of header compression was used by
IP-based cellular network traffic [10]. It was observed that
the compressed header savings typically range from 50 %
to about 60 % for both RoHC versions and it is at 85 % for
the IPHCwith occasional uncompressed refreshes. The result
was that both RoHC version perform at about the same level,
however, IPHC outperforms them easily by at least 25 %.
In order to simulate the TCP compression scenario. in place of
large TCP payload. Experiment shows that IPHC is capable
to achieve 10 % to 20 % per cent better than RoHC which is
more reliable and can ensure robustness by having a stable
and persistent compressed header size.
Wu et al. [16] proposed amarkov compressor technique for
RoHCU-Mode which it closely imitate a general timer-based
compressor and can be effectively optimize under various
channel settings. The unidirectional mode of ROHC header
compression scheme in U-mode is a stable hardware acceler-
ator based on ROHC principles. But the compression scheme
shows that an RTP packet header with 40 bytes’ length could
be compressed into only 2 bytes in the best compression state
of the accelerator [19].
In an attempt to improve the ROHC compression algo-
rithm, Kaur and Gupta [20] propose to reduce the size of sec-
ond order packets, then that of standard ROHC mechanism
by omitting sending of context ID in SO packet in mod-
ified ROHC algorithm, and supplementing this absence of
information by inbuilt mechanism of algorithm to generate
the identification of SO packet at decompressor end. The
motivation behind modifying the RoHC algorithm is further
improve upon average header length. A small reduction in the
size of SO packet improve the average header length.
Many other new generation technologies that are expected
to be designed in this area of compression will be for mobile
phones and IoT. The adoption of ROHC technique in modern
android mobile devices, is becoming widespread [10]. ROHC
technology will not increase power consumption and it has
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a potential of decreasing mobile battery drain by 0.05 Watt,
when packet payloads are small [10].
It is worthwhile to demonstrated the benefit of compres-
sion in IP network communication by the previous studies.
But majority of these studies where not considering real
time audio and video streams compression test with more
advanced profiles (e.g. RTP/UDP/IP, TCP/IP, UDP/IP). This
is expected to achieve a high bandwidth gain. Some studies
successfully developed RoHC compression algorithm and
tests its efficiencies [9], [10] Quite a number of RoHC
implementations were also revealed in [16] but do not use a
real time RoHC measurements. For example, only U-mode
was Implemented in those studies. As a result, this study
intended to further and examined unidirectional and bidirec-
tional optimistic modes IP header compression for real-time
video streaming.
III. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology adopted for this study is in the
context of the procedural steps that describes an approach to
on how to solved IP packet header problems. This research
build on three different steps namely’’ 1) Highlighting theo-
retical framework system architecture, 2) Algorithm develop-
ment 3) Experimental Evaluation.
A. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The conceptual background of the study dwells on ROHC
compression and decompression of an IP header. An IP inter-
face between two nodes in the network can have N compres-
sors and N decompressors. An IP interface can indeed use
several channels of the lower layer to transport the packets.
The ROHC Compressor has three operational states: Ini-
tialization and Refresh state, First Order state, And Second
Order state (SO). It is preferable and efficient for compressor
to work in the higher states [18].
In the ‘‘Initialization and Refresh state’’ the technique is
set to initialize the non-changing (statics) parts of the decom-
pressor context. It is also responsible for recovering after a
compression or decompression failure [21]. The compressor
maintains the IR state and keep sending packets with full
headers with all the dynamic and non-changing fields in the
uncompressed format and plus some additional information
until it is assured that the decompressor has received all the
static information related to the stream.
In the ‘‘First order (FO) state’’ the compressor efficiently
communicates the changing and irregularities of the packet
stream. When the compressor operates in this level it rarely
sends all the header static fields [18]. Only few static fields
can be updated, and the information transferred to the decom-
pressor is usually compressed partially. In the ‘‘Second order
(SO)’’ SO state, the compression efficiency is optimal. The
compressor enters to this state, when the sequence number
(RTP SN) of next packet header to be compressed is com-
pletely predictable and the compressor is completely sure that
the decompressor has acquired all sequence number function
parameters of the other fields [18].
The decompressor has three states NO_CONTEXT is
the first state, The STATIC_CONTEXT state and The
FULL_CONTEXT state.
In the NO_CONTEXT, while working in No Context state
the decompressor uses has not received an initiation packet
or when the context is lost. In this state, all packets are
lost except initiation packets (IR). The STATIC_CONTEXT
state is reached after detecting some errors in the compres-
sion, and the decompressor has only the static part of the
header. It expects a periodic retransmission in the one-way
case where it sends a NACK to have the dynamic part.
The FULL_CONTEXT state is reached after the first correct
decompression of a packet (reception an IR packet with static
and dynamic information). The decompressor remains in the
FULL_CONTEXT state until the dynamic part of the header
is lost [21].
There are three modes of operation of ROHC in order
to increase the performance of the compression. 1) Unidi-
rectional mode (U), 2) The Bidirectional Optimistic mode
(O), and 3) The Bidirectional Reliable mode (R). The ROHC
mechanism can switch from one mode to another to adapt its
compression. Each compression mode has its own behavior.
The optimistic one-way (U) and bidirectional (O) modes
are more complex than the bidirectional reliable (R) mode
because the compressor and decompressor do not know all
the parameters and the information for compression [22].
The unidirectional mode compression always starts in the
unidirectional mode (U). In this mode, the receiver does
not send acknowledgments. To avoid excessive drift in the
contexts between the compressor and the decompressor, com-
plete headers sent periodically. The period depends on the
parameters such as the estimation of the quality of the con-
nection that the compressor can have.The unidirectional oper-
ation mode has different algorithms of regeneration control
[18]. It uses two timers (IR_TIMEOUT and FO_TIMEOUT)
to perform regeneration of the complete header. It also uses
a trusted system (L) called the confidence variable. This
approach used to increase the compression level. In this
operation mode, the compressor controls the size of the used
header. If any change detected in the header, it may return to a
lower compression level to get all the information needed for
the decompressor. Since the decompressor cannot communi-
cate with the compressor, the acknowledgments have not sent
and everything based on the control mechanisms. This is the
least efficient mode of operation but the protocol guarantees
the correct arrival of most headers. The main application of
this mode is on military or satellite networks where it is
impossible or even dangerous to transmit data [21].
The Bidirectional Optimistic mode is the optimistic bidi-
rectional operation mode that is similar to the unidirectional
operation mode, but in this mode, the decompressor can send
negative acknowledgments to indicate errors. The optimistic
mode does not use both timers but keeps the confidence sys-
tem (L) [21]. Transitions in compression levels achieved by
two negative acknowledgments (NACK and STATIC-NACK)
and (L) approach. The negative acknowledgments (NACK)
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make a backward transition of a compression level (FO
or IR). Static negative acknowledgments (STATIC-NACK)
make a negative transition to the lower compression level
(IR). If the compressor receives a packet updating the context,
the compressor will change its compression level by sending a
larger header. The approach (L) is used by the decompressor,
to move to a higher level of compression [22].
The Bidirectional Reliable mode is the reliable bidirec-
tional operation mode that works only with the acknowledg-
ments received from the decompressor, whenever it receives
a positive or negative acknowledgment; the compressor
changes its compression level. It returns to the initial state
when it receives a static acknowledgment. In this operation
mode, only packets with a CRC of 7 or 8 bits can update the
context and used as a reference for subsequent decompression
[21]. Therefore, the integrity of the context will have better
protection.
The profiles define the protocol headers that must be com-
pressed. They allow the decompressor to know the IP ver-
sion, if the stream uses RTP or ESP (Encapsulating Security
Payload) or if it is a UDP stream. Currently there are five
defined profiles; this number may evolve in the future: Profile
0: without compression [18]. If this profile is chosen, only
the ROHC identifier is added so that the decompressor can
recognize the packets but there is no compression; Profile 1:
compression of the IPv4/v6/UDP/RTP headers. This profile
is the most generic; it compresses the entire header from IP
to the RTP header. This is also the most useful in the case
of Voice over IP and the simplest for compression because
the time stamp and the RTP sequence number will facili-
tate the updating of the context; Profile 2: compression of
IPv4/v6/UDP headers. This profile is a variation of profile
1 except that compression here stops at UDP. The formats of
the header of the ROHC packets are different from those of
the profile 1; Profile 3: compression of IPv4/v6/ESP headers.
This profile compresses the ESP protocol; it can also be taken
into account as a variation of the profile 2; Profile 4: com-
pression of IPv4/v6 headers. This profile only compresses
the IP protocol, and its packets are created on the formats of
packets in profile 2. Note that the case of the TCP protocol
will be treated differently. Currently, it is expected that future
versions of mobile networks will have to use CTCP. Work
in the ROHC group plans to use EPIC, compression by the
Huffman algorithm, to reduce the size of the header [22].
RoHC uses cyclic redundancy checks as the primarymeans
for detecting erroneous decompression.
IV. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
Deployments of ROHC protocol are already made in mobile
phones. A performance evaluation application was devel-
oped using a free Opensource Robust Header Compres-
sion (ROHC) library. In order to developed an algorithm
for IP packet header compression, two modules should be
involved. The compression module and the decompression
module.
The compression module is created by passing the type of
CID to use and a call-back to a function that generates random
numbers. The compression profiles that defines the packets
types will be activated. Then enable a call back function
to trace the compression process. Then the packet will be
pass for compression. Algorithm 1 is formulated in such a
way that after detecting a suitable profile and the existing
CID, the compressor will check for an existing feedback to
piggybacked. Then, the compressed header will be concate-
nated to the packet payload to form the ROHC compressed
packet. When the compression process is done, the context is
destroyed.
Algorithm 1 RoHC_Compressor
Input: IP Packet header for communication from Ai→ Bj
Output: IP packet header compressed
initialize Packets X = {x1 ,. . . , x n}
1:While packets are received do
2: if suitable profile is found for the packet then
3: if context is not synchronized then
4: create a new context
5: end if
6: code CID using the context
7: if ROHC feedback is found Then
8: Piggyback ROHC feedback
9: end if
10: compress packet header using the context and profile
11: concatenate compressed header ad payload
12: end if
13: send packet to the decompressor
14: End while
After the compression and the compilation of the com-
pressed packets, the next is the decompression. The ROHC
decompression API of the ROHC library allows the evalua-
tion program to decompress the incoming ROHC packet from
the decompressor into their original uncompressed format.
The ROHC decompressor algorithm is more complex than
compressor algorithm.
Any padding octets will be stripped if found on add CID
field, then the decompressor need to decode the CID, if an
Add-CID octet is found when ROHC channel operate with
LARGE-CID, this packet is erroneous and it will be dis-
carded. If an ROHC feedback is detected in the compressed
packet it can decoded only if the compressor and decom-
pressor are synchronized. Otherwise the packet will be dis-
carded due to undetermined ROHC feedback length. Then
the decompressor will decode the packet CID based on the
encountered LARGE-CID, else the CID will be assumed
zero if no Add-CID octet was detected and SMALL-CID
will be used. After this, the decompressor will decompress
the ROHC packet according to the decompression routines
presented. Finally, it destroys the context when it finishes the
process.
In order to test the performance of ROHC protocol,
virtual machine was used. The performance evaluation
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Algorithm 2 RoHC_Decompressor
Input: IP Packet Compressed Header Ai→ Bj
Output: IP packet header
initialize compressed headers
1: while packets are received do
2: if padding octets are found then
3: strips padding octets
4: end if
5: if add CID is found then
6: if decompressor uses LARGE-CID then





12: if decompressor uses LARGE-CID then
13: decode CID from LARGE-CID octet
14: Else
15: CID is Zero
16: end if
17: if DecompressorContext = No Context then
18: if IR packet is received than
19: Verifies Packet CRC + set DecompressorCon-





24: if compressorState = Static context then
25: if IR packet is received than
26: Verifies Packet CRC + set DecompressorCon-
text = full context
27: else
28: if normal packet is received then
29: remove CID + Reconstruct IP packet
30: end if
31: else
32: if compressorState = Full_Context then
33: if IR packet is received than
34: Verifies Packet CRC
35: else
36: if normal packet is received then
37: remove CID + Reconstruct IP packet
38: end if
39: end if
40: send packet to the upper layer
41: end while
model consists of IP packet generator, RoHC compres-
sor/decompressor and comparator. This study uses ‘‘VLC
player’’ to generate streaming media packets according to the
RTP protocol. The objective of this experiment is to show
the robustness of the ROHC protocol and the gain of size on
real packets resulting from streams. The idea is to see how
it would actually compress the packets and see compression
ratio of each type of packet which is supported right now by
the library which implemented the protocol. Since the ROHC
protocol compresses different types of packets, this research
capture those packets and simulate a compression of those
packets and the decompression but not in unidirectional mode
in order to see the actual results on the O Mode when the
decompressor sends feedbacks to the compressor.
For the different packets that ROHC already implements
the main ones implemented are the IP/TCP, IP/UDP and the
IP/UDP/RTP protocols.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
To perform the RoHC performance tests under Linux plat-
form. We have developed a C++ program that define the
two ROHC instances (compressor & decompressor) and take
the captured packet flows as an input and checks ROHC
Compression and Decompression statistics. The developed
user space application run all ROHC library test into the
Linux kernel by reading the capturing packets and send them
to the kernel module. Finally, after sending the captured flow
through compressor/decompressor modules, the program cal-
culate the average bit compressed per second for the given
flow.
The obtained results were achieved on an Intel Core I7-
4558U machine running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. We use our
program by running the measurement scenarios and execut-
ing shell commands. the operation outputs a CSV format
file and log files (As shown in Table 4.1) generated by the
compression /decompression measures which is interpreted
by excel and converted to graphs. Then the experiments are
carried out, followed by an analysis of the results in order
to know if the RoHC meets the expectations in the studied
protocol.
The Compression Gain was calculated by using the fol-
lowing formula: Packet Compression gain (%) = (Original
Packet Size-Compressed Packet Size)/(Original Packet Size)
x100. The Header Gain of each packet is calculated by the
following formula: Header Grain = 1 (Payload/(Header +
Payload)) = Header/(Header + Payload). The performance
test is done by using different scenarios.
The experimental testbed (see Figure 1 and 2) consists
of two PCs, the first PC run under Linux (GNU/Linux
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS) and the second PC runs Windows oper-
ation system. Both PCs are connected to the same local
network through wireless 802.11 router. The compressor and
decompressor were implemented in the Linux machine. For
the first experiment the VLC streaming machine is config-
ured to stream a video under RTP/MPEG Transport stream
(RTP/UDP/IP profile), and this stream is played using the
local network on the Linux machine. To compress this RTP
streaming flow all streaming packets have been captured from
the wireless Ethernet network device’s using the main.ccp
program which can filter packet from the wireless network
interface based on IP addresses and Port numbers of the
stream source and destination. The program stores all the
sniffed RTP traffic information (number of packets, packet
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FIGURE 1. RTP and UDP streaming scenario.
FIGURE 2. TCP flow compression scenario.
size, packet processing time) in the statistic file and export as
a CSV format. This was enough to show the performance on
different types of packets.
The same simulation is repeated several times by using
different ROHC operation modes, unidirectional mode and
Bidirectional optimistic mode.
TCP Flow compression experiment was undertaking in this
scenario, where a TCP flow was initiated (source address &
source port) and its ending (destination address and destina-
tion port), to all the follow TCP Stream.
VI. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of the initiation and refresh compression effi-
ciency analysis in each state is presented in Figure 3 and 4.
For all the difference compression state, RTP/UDP/IP profile
in U-Mode and O-Mode are described. The result indicated
that of the initialization state shows that the IR header com-
pression for RTP /UDP/IP packets are in the optimistic mode.
In this mode just four packets with full headers were sent. The
compression gain is 0 (keep the 40 bytes’ size during the IR
state), as shown in Figure 3.
The next round of running the experimental scenario is
with the same streaming media but under unidirectional
mode of compression and decompression. The result of the
experiment has yielded some important results (see Figure 4).
FIGURE 3. RTP/UDP/IP IR state compression efficiency in O-mode.
FIGURE 4. RTP/UDP/IP IR state compression efficiency U-mode.
It indicated that in the Initialization and fresh state, the com-
pressor sends 16 IR packets with full headers size to the
decompressor. Some packets are larger than the original
header size due to association of CID (1 bytes), profile
identifier (1 bytes) and CRC (1 bytes). This make up to
43 bytes IR header during the initialization stage. It has been
observed that in the unidirectional mode 16 IR packet have
been sent while in the optimistic mode the compressor sends
just 4 packets, this is caused due to lack of feedback in
U-Mode so the compressor cannot know if all packets have
been received successfully by the decompressor .to avoid the
context damage, the compressor sends IR packets periodi-
cally to update the context if needed.
After the initialization, in the first compression level, the
compressor has send 2345 packets in the First order state.
due to the constancy of compression ratio we have chosen the
first 200 packets to plot the graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
The average compressed packet size in O-mode is 10.03 bytes
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FIGURE 5. RTP/UDP/IP FO state compression efficiency in O-mode.
FIGURE 6. RTP/UDP/IP FO state compression efficiency U-mode.
(73 % Size gain). We have obtained a header gain as low as
9 bytes, 77.5 % (for UOR-2-TS packets).
The transmission uses 2464 packets in the unidirectional
first order state with an average compressed packet size
of 10.32 bytes with 9 bytes minimum 14 bytes’ maximum.
The second compression level results (Figure 7 and 8) rep-
resent the header compression in O andUmode. 2341 packets
have been transmitted in the optimistic mode. The higher
compression level achieved a better compression rates. The
average compressed packet size is 6.50 bytes (83.75% header
gain) the packet size will be as low as 4 bytes for UO-1-TS
packets.
The next round indicate uses 2428 packets for transmis-
sion in the unidirectional first order state with an average
compressed packet size of 5.98 bytes. Overall the compressed
packet in SO state U-Mode reach up to 4 bytes’ size.
The full compressions result obtained in every profile has
been gathered. The RTP/UDP/IP video streaming compres-
sion results are presented. The packet generation component
FIGURE 7. RTP/UDP/IP SO state compression efficiency.
FIGURE 8. RTP/UDP/IP SO state compression efficiency U-mode.
generates packets continuously, and sends the packets to the
compressor of our virtual machine and the statistics module.
After compressing the packets, the compressor sends the
compressed packets to the decompressor and the statistics
module. Table 1 shows the result of the compression effi-
ciency of RTP/UDP/IP profile in each state of U-mode and
O-mode.
The bidirectional optimistic mode result shows the func-
tion of the statistic module, which is counting the number of
packets (NOP) received by the compressor, the uncompressed
headers sizes (UHS), the uncompressed packets size (UPS),
the compressed packet size (CPS) in each compression type,
and the compressed Header size (CHS) in each compression
type. The results in Table 1 and 2 was provided by count-
ing the component. The compressor compresses the original
IPv4/UDP/RTP packet header effectively.
Table 1 present the total compressed header savings for
RTP/UDP/IP profile (0× 0001) in optimistic mode are about
77.26 % for the full RTP flow with IPv4 headers in O-mode.
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TABLE 1. RTP/UDP/IP compression efficiency under O mode.
FIGURE 9. RTP/UDP/IP header compression O-mode.
Figure 9 shows the result obtained after compression an
RTP/UDP/IP header in O-mode by comparing the size of
the original uncompressed packet with the size of ROHC
compressed packets. The 500 first packets from the stream
have been selected to analyze the compression efficiency for
0× 0001 profile.
In the experiments, the Header Gain is up to 90 % for
UO-1-TS packets, in the average of 500 packets the header
size has been reduced from 40 bytes to 8.99 bytes which is
considered as 75 % of average header gain. Figure 11 shows
that the compressor greatly reduces the header length of
the packet, and saves a great bandwidth resources wireless
networks.
In Figure 12, the length of IPv4/UDP/RTP packet that
used in the video streaming communication is 1356 Bytes,
the length of payload is 1316 Bytes. Therefore, in our exper-
iment, when the compressor and the decompressor run sta-
bly, the compressor could compress a 1356-byte packet into
1325.16 bytes to transmit when these packets compressed by
TABLE 2. RTP/UDP/IP compression efficiency under U mode.
FIGURE 10. RTP/UDP/IP packet compression O-mode.
ROHC protocol. The compression gains for RTP /UDP/IP
VLC stream vary between Gains is 2.21% as maximum and
1.91% as a minimum packet compression.
The unidirectional mode (see Table 2), was observes and
the total compressed header savings for RTP/UDP/IP profile
(0× 0001) in unidirectional mode are about 77.40 %.
However, for the full RTP flow with IPv4 headers in
U-mode. Figure 11 and 12 illustrate the header and packet
compression for RTP/UDP/IP of 500 video streaming packets
scenario in unidirectional mode. The average packet header
compression gain is up to 76.66 %. The full packet stream
(header + payload) saving is 2.26 %.
UDP/IP streaming compression results has been gath-
ered. The UDP/IP compression profile result is presented
in Table 3. streaming a H264 video with MP3 sound
using VLC and encapsulate it in UDP packets. As shown
in Table 3 four packet types have been used in UDP header
compression (IR, UO-O, UO-1 and UOR-2).
The compressor used three IR packets to initialize and
refresh the decompressor context, UO-0 packets have saved
89.28 %, UO-1 57 % header saving, UOR-2 achieved 75 %.
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FIGURE 11. RTP/UDP/IP header compression U-mode.
FIGURE 12. RTP/UDP/IP packet compression U-mode.
TABLE 3. UDP/IP flow compression details.
Figure 13 and 14, present the length of packet that used in
the UDPmultimedia communication, the value of 1344 bytes
were obtained. The length of payload is 1316 bytes. The
ROHC UDP/IP profile could compress a 28 bytes’ header to
just 3 bytes in its best state with an average of 3.74 bytes for
each compressed packet.
The TCP/IP Flow compression results is presented
in Table 4. In this experiment 151 IR plus IR-DYN packets
were sent to initialize and refresh the decompressor context
FIGURE 13. UDP/IP header compression savings.
FIGURE 14. UDP/IP packet compression savings.
In table 4, we observe that the total compressed header sav-
ings for TCP/IP profile are about 63.83% for the full captured
TCP flow with IPv4 headers. Figure 15 and 16 illustrates
the compression results of 500 HTTP/TCP packet flow. The
size of the uncompressed packet range from 52B to 80B. The
compressed headers size can go up to 7 bytes. The average
header compression gains 63.35% followed by 55.41 average
packet size gain in the 500 packet flow.
TheHeader compression ratio comparison has been carried
out. Figure 17 shows the different compression ratios in
each simulated profile. The RTP/UDP/IP U-mode has nearly
achieved a similar compression ratio as RTP/UDP/IP O-mode
with (0.23 CR, 0.22 CR) for U and O mode. this difference
in compression rates is based on the confidence variable,
the number of IR packet sent in each mode, as we notice
RTP U-mode compressor send 16 IR packets to synchronize
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TABLE 4. TCP/IP flow compression details.
FIGURE 15. TCP/IP header compression gain.
FIGURE 16. TCP/IP packet compression gain.
the decompressor context, while in O-mode just 4 IR packets
have been sent which is more efficient in term of bandwidth
and header gain. UDP O/U mode have a very similar com-
pression rate with an overall average header compression
ratio of 0.13 for U-mode and 0.128 for O-mode with 3 IR
packets sent in both modes.
In the TCP/IP we observed an average compression rate
of 0.36 which is less efficient than other profiles, this
compressed TCP flow contain a different packet size with
a variable payload length which lead, as we compressed
FIGURE 17. Comparison between Different profile header compression
ratios.
TABLE 5. Header compression grain (best state).
and HTTP over TCP flow the destination port have been
fixed to 80 but the source port kept changing during the
compression, this factors lead the compressor to send periodic
refreshes of static and dynamic fields (IR and IR-DYN pack-
ets) each time to keep the decompressor context synchronized
.Moreover, this factors affect the compression efficiency of
TCP/IP profile .
Further details of the result presented in Table 5 indicated
that ROHCprotocol can achieve compression ratios over 90%
for RTP/UDP/IP profile, 89 % for UDP/IP profile and 77.5 to
86.5 % for TCP/IP profile.
The ROHC throughput capacity of compression and
decompression is calculated by the number of received bits
over the total time in second. That is the amount of data
transferred over a given period of time.
Figure 18 shows the average compression/decompression
bit-rate for RTP/UDP/IP, UDP/IP and TCP/IP profiles. Pro-
cessing an RTP/UDP/IP stream in the optimistic mode is
18 kb/s slower than the unidirectional mode. In UDP/IP
compression test the scheme can compress 46 kb/s in the
unidirectional mode and 16 kb/s in O-Mode while the TCP/IP
flow compression is slower that other profiles by 6 kb/s in
U-mode and 2.5 kb/s in O-Mode. The interesting thing here
is the asymmetry regarding to the throughput capacity of
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FIGURE 18. Throughput capacity.
U and O modes. We have noticed that it takes significantly
longer to process packet in the optimistic mode due to the
complexity of the optimistic mode operations. The ROHC
TCP scheme efficiency is very low comparing to the RTP and
UDP compression.
VII. DISCUSSION
This research examined robust header compression scheme.
The performance evaluation of the robust header compres-
sion scheme is crucial nowadays that it is used in mobile
networks. The paper has presented the ROHC compression
scheme by describing its framework and comparing it with
related research of RoHC framework. Firstly, the research
introduced the ROHC compression scheme by describing the
protocol terminology, profiles and framework. The use of
mobile phone has grown up widely, and is still increasing.
It is expected that by the year 2022, the global expected IP
traffic is going to 333 Exabyte per month. Furthermore, 5G
network is expected to start its full implementation and that
will increase the volume of traffic around the world. That is
why, it is important to perform this kind of study because of
themany different Internet protocols like RTP, TCP, UDP, and
IP. In, UDP, RTP, TCP and IPv4. the minimum size of these
uncompressed headers are respectively 8,12, 20 and 20 bytes,
the compression of these headers lead to a very significant
increase of the network capacity especially in the case of
interactive multimedia streams packet headers. In order to
compress RTP/UDP/IP, UDP/IP and TCP/IP packet headers.
The development of the robust header compression pro-
tocol U and O mode implementation began by defining the
protocol logical architecture and choosing the right libraries
and development tools. This study RoHC implementation
was basically focused on the RTP/UDP/IP (0 × 0001) and
UDP/IP (0× 0001) profiles in addition to TCP/IP (0× 0006)
flow compression test.
This implementation has been set up in a platform to
measure to the different the protocols of compression tech-
niques in order to see the impact of ROHC. We have
integrated ROHC compression and decompression modules
in Linux based virtual machine (VMware Workstation) by
using the ROHC and Pcap libraries. The compression and
decompressionwere defined in our testbed scenarios and con-
figuration for the performance evaluation. Another experi-
ment on different flows without link proprieties consideration
was also carried out. The performance of RoHC is assessed
in term of compression efficiency in each compression profile
using the experimental results were presented and analyzed.
The principal finding of this study lies with the compres-
sion ratio. Based on the original IP header and other research
studies compression techniques. This current study has been
able to achieved a reduction of up to 90% for RTP/UDP/IP,
89% for UDP /IP and 77.5 to 86.5 % for TCP/IP profile. The
media used for this study focused on UDP and RTP. These are
the protocols that are mainly used for audio and video media
flow. The transmission load of this protocols is much higher
than TCP transmission. Similarly, TCP stream compression
has been one of the area which work is still underway to
improve its efficiency.
In terms of compression gain, in the unidirectional mode,
the compressor periodically returns to the levels where it
has to send larger packets. In addition, it has no feedback,
so the compression level is constant. However, in bidirec-
tional mode, it only returns to lower levels or it receives
NACKs. Based on the comparison between the unidirectional
modes and a bidirectional optimistic mode implementation.
For lossless channels, this study recommends the unidirec-
tional mode for transmission without a feedback channel.
This research contribution is limited to compression gain
and saving for 0×0000, 0×0001, 0×0002 and 0×0006 pro-
files in the unidirectional and bidirectional optimistic modes
by using Linux user space measurements including com-
pression and decompression processes. It would be useful
for future experiment to repeat this measurement on a real
RoHC protocol implementation with channel characteristic
considerations and study the different parameters that can
affect compression and decompression process like W-LSB
window widow width, Confidence variables, Compression
and decompression Timeouts, delay. Besides that, it would
be interesting to measure the bidirectional reliable approach
performance.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This study recognizes the issues of improving efficiency
of data communication by reducing the header redundancy.
IP packets are designated to have specific header for TCP
and UDP while transmitting data. Under these protocols it
is expected that the data should be within MTU. The size
of the payload they would carry will depend on the media
type. This study examine transmission on video and audio.
As a result, a RoHC technique were utilized. Specifically,
the performance analysis of the efficiency of the techniques
in both unidirectional and bidirectional optimistic modes
applied to the real-time video streaming traffic for UDP/IP
and HTTP/TCP has been evaluated. Several analyses were
performed. The finding indicated very good percentage of
the header compressed on the transmission. The proposed
approached for this study has achieved a compression rate
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of up to 90% for RTP/UDP/IP, 89% for UDP /IP and 77.5 to
86.5 % for TCP/IP profile. The different compression ratios
have been determined in each case by simulated profile.
The RTP/UDP/IP U-mode compression ratio to RTP/UDP/IP
O-mode with (0.23 CR, 0.22 CR) for U and O mode were
almost the same.
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